Making a wind tunnel

About Wind Tunnels
Wind tunnels are used to explore
aerodynamics; the properties of
moving air and how air interacts
with objects.

The air in a wind tunnel moves very
smoothly at an even speed. This
lets scientists, engineers and
designers conduct accurate
aerodynamic experiments.

About Wind Tunnels
The world's largest wind tunnel is at
NASA Ames Research Center at
Moffett Field in California.
Here it is being used to test a
parachute designed for the Mars
Science Laboratory.

Whatever their size, wind tunnels
generally work the same way.

Closed vs open return

In a closed return wind tunnel, the air goes
round and round in a loop.

In an open return wind tunnel, the air goes through
it like a tunnel and it is open at either end.

Parts of a wind tunnel
Fan
Flow
straightener

Test section
with window

Smoke
generator
A fan draws air through the wind tunnel. The contraction area causes the air to
speed up greatly. The test section is in the middle. A window (and possibly
lighting inside) lets you see the test object inside and smoke moving past it.

The flow straightener
Fans will make the air move in lots of
different directions, like a rough sea.
Scientists call this ‘turbulent’ air. We need
the air to be flowing smoothly. Scientists call
this smooth, straight flow, ‘laminar flow’.
A simple way to make a flow straightener is
to construct a wall of ¼ or ½ lengths of
plastic straws that the air passes through just
before the test area.

Turbulent

Laminar

Using smoke to see the moving air
A thin stream of smoke can be
released into the stream of air before
the object in the test chamber. If the
lighting is good, you will be able to
see how the air moves.

If the smoke tube can be moved, you
can test different parts of your car
designs.

School Examples
You should now have some ideas on how you
could make a wind tunnel to test the
aerodynamics of your own model rocket cars.
Why not have a go at making one?

Here is one made by Lever Park School.
One by Falmouth School is on the next slide
A simple design you might want to copy is
shown after.

School Example: Falmouth

Suggested Simple Wind Tunnel Design
A3 foamboard or cardboard can be cut into
15cm wide panels to make a 15cm square
tunnel about 42cm long.
At one end create a hole to hold a small battery
powered fan. (A small fan is all that is needed).
At the other end leave it open to add the air
rake or straightener.
A viewing window in the side can be covered
with clear acrylic or clear plastic. It should be
removable to allow models to be put in.

Suggested Simple Wind Tunnel Design
The air rake or straightener can be constructed
from paper art straws or plastic straws and glue
or even 3D printed.
A grid/hole size of 6 to 8mm and a depth of 3
or 4 cm is ideal.
The straightener goes at the end of the wind
tunnel box opposite the fan.
Here are some 3D printed and art straw
examples.

Suggested Simple Wind Tunnel Design

Lining the wind tunnel in black card allows the grey or white smoke to be more easily seen.

Generating Smoke
There are many sources of smoke.

You only need a gentle stream of smoke.
We recommend using a “smoke match”

These strike like an ordinary match but will
make smoke for 20-30 seconds and then will
be cold at the end. They are often used to test
for leaks in chimneys and stoves and can be
found in DIY and plumbing supply shops.

Using the wind tunnel
Put the test model in the wind tunnel on a
base or stick that holds it and activate the
motor to make the air move.
Start the smoke and pass the stream
through the air straightener to pass across
different parts of the model. Look for
smooth flow and turbulence or
‘separations’ where the air spins and
buffets the car.
Try different designs and improvements,

Improving the wind tunnel
There are several ways the wind tunnel can be improved:
• Add some LED lighting strip to illuminate the smoke.
• Add a speed controller to the motor to adjust the airflow
• Add an exhaust tube (e.g. household flexible ventilation
ducting) to take smoke away

• Add small slots and holes to suspend and move the model in
the airflow.

